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ABSTRACT
This paper approaches the problem of restoring a faulted area in an electric power distribution system after locating
and isolating the faulted block and reconfiguring the system. Through this paper we are going to explain the power
system restoration technique using brute-force attack method (BFAM) and binary particle swarm optimization (BPSO).
This is a technique based on the possible combination in mathematical analysis which is explained in the introduction.
After isolating the fault, main concentration will be towards the reconfiguration of the restored system using BPSO.
Here due to fault in the system near-by agent will be affected and become useless and will go in the non-working mode.
Now in order to restore these near-by loads we will give a new connection called NO (Normally Open. Using these
switch system will be restored with power availability. After restoration using the BFAM, the BPSO will be used in order to provide the stable configuration. The output of the BFAM will be used as input for the BPSO and then we will
reconfigure our system in order to provide the stable configuration. The effectiveness of the proposed BFAM and BPSO
is demonstrated by simulating tests in a proposed distribution network and verified the results using the Matlab and C
programming.
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1. Introduction
The key elements of power system are its continuity and
reliability. If these two elements are deviated from their
normal condition then it may leads to the system in abnormal conditions which may be either alert state or
emergency state. Both shouldn’t be entertained in the
system. If condition reaches to the extreme state then we
may have to shut down our system, this leads to a heavy
loss in terms of money and customer satisfaction. This is
the area on which many real time researches are going on
and still future can’t be predicted. So up to 99%, continuity of the system can be maintained but due to fault, 1%
can’t be predicted. Hence the assurance to the customers
that their system is 100% efficient cannot be given. In
order to overcome this problem and for system reconfiguration we just go through a process called restoration.
It is nothing but process of maintaining power balance
after fault. The main aim of system restoration is to restore as many as loads possible which are being affected
by faulted nodes by considering available power without
violating constraints of the system. Through this paper
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we have implemented a technique for power system restoration which uses the BFAM and finally reconfigure
itself using the BPSO. First section of our paper includes
the introduction and basic idea of the BFAM. In this section we will have an idea how we achieve our restoration
process using this technique after a fault. The second
section will give a real time analysis of restoration process using the BPSO using transmission and distribution
parameters. In this section we take the output solution of
the restoration in BPSO as input and final output is used
to reconfigure the system. In the third section we compared the proposed BPSO using the BFAM. In section
four, an attempt has been made to find a new method for
restoration using BPSO and BFAM considering their
advantages with each other.

2. Brute Force Attack Method
Through this method we are going to explain the power
system restoration technique for fault analysis and the
restoration using BFAM. This is a new technique based
JEMAA
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on the possible combination in mathematical analysis.
For a three digit number we have possible thousand combinations (000–999) and there is an only one solution by
taking all the possible combination and arranging them
we can get our required one solution. In the same way, in
our power system if a node has fault then its near-by
agents will make all the possible combination with the
near-by node starting(1st) to end(nth) and then will go
up to the last load and the best solution path out of these
combination will be used for the restoration. Here we
have compared the BFAM with the restoration using
multi-agent technique [1–3]. Due to the fault in the load
they are unable to receive the power. Hence our aim is to
restore the faulted load considering the various factors
like time, amount of power available to the feeder and
system continuity. The constraints are
 The system’s radial structure must be maintained
during the analysis.
 Restore maximum possible load within the out-of
service area with the available feeder power.
 The plan must not overload any equipment or system
component with its rated value.
 The numbers of switching operation should be
minimum in order to save the power losses.
 After reconfiguration the system should maintain its
continuity and reliability.

3. Problem Formulation
In this section we will formulate a system so that we can
perform an analysis on this system after a fault. We can
represent any system with the nodes (N) formed by the
network blocks and switches (S) which connects the two
blocks that may be in opened or closed position. Feeder is
one of the parameter of the system which supplies the
power to the system and has the demand power and extra
power. Hence for each load its required power must be
known to us. Thus by calculating the demand of each
node we will calculate the total demand of any feeder.
Now after finding total demand of the feeder we can find
the reserve capacity by subtracting the total demand of
the load with from the total capacity of the system load is
also a one of the important parameter of the system
which consumes the power supplied by the generating
part of the system. In addition, we are going to consider a
three feeder system for simplicity. The real system is
very large and we generalized this method for a large
system also. Beside these parameters there is one more
special connection between the loads of feeder one to the
load of other feeder. This special connection is working
in such a way that, connection is NO (normally open)
condition when there is no fault in the system, but it will
close as soon as there is a fault in the feeder. Now we
analyse our system as a tree which have its sub-tree connected in a proper path. The advantage of tree configuraCopyright © 2009 SciRes

tion is that it is efficient in order to maintain distribution
feeder continuity and radiality. Now in figure 1 the status
of a 3 feeder network having 5 loads in each feeder is
shown. In general the feeder will work normally and each
feeder will provide the necessary amount of power to
each load depending upon their requirement and some
amount of power will always be there as in reserve mode.
Now initially the switch D will be in NO (normally open)
condition as there is no fault in the system. As soon as
there is a fault in the system the whole of the system
status of system will change.

4. Fault Analysis
In the power system we cannot give the assurance that
system will work 100% efficiently. Even 0.1% irregularity in the system can lead to a big fault in the system. But
we could restore the system after the fault by alternate
path. If fault occurs in the system the loads which are
getting the power through the
faulted load, will also
affects because of the fault. Hence because of the fault
the healthy loads will be affected. So we can’t restore the
faulted load and we have to repair it manually, that is the
only option we have for the faulted load. For the affected
load we have a different option, to apply the same
amount of power to this load through another way. With
the help of another feeder, we can restore this load now
just after a fault the faulted load will be disconnected
from the near-by connected load. Now these near-by
loads will make a sub-trees that have to be restored. Now
in this system there are two sub-trees, they are load 3 and
load 4–6 that is to be restored. Here each of sub-trees is
basically a sub problem that we must solve separately
because they have no direct relation after the fault. The
sub-tree formed is depends on the faulted block. In the
proposed system the feeder 1 and 2 are having extra
10–10 unit and feeder 3 is having 5 units and each blocks
in the feeder requires 5 units. Now in the proposed system if a fault is present at load 2. The near-by loads of the
faulted load will separate themselves from the faulted
load in order to save the non-faulty loads from the faulty
dead. After a fault the un-served load will make the list of
sub-tree. Now this sub-tree will be equivalent to a
sub-problem and that must be solved separately. In the
above case if fault at load 2, then its near-by agents 1, 3
& 5 will separate themselves from the faulted load 2.
Before fault the power is supplied through load 2 for the
loads 3–5 & 6. Because of the fault in load 2, loads 3–5,
6 will become useless and they will be out off from the
network. At this stage our aim is to restore these loads
through another way. Now those blocks which are in off
condition will find the possible path starting from the
initial block (1) to the end block (18) and then these
blocks will check the power availability to the feeder and
then blocks will be restored according to the power availJEMAA
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ability of the feeder. If all the feeders don’t have additional power for the blocks then in that condition our
blocks can’t be restored. After the separation of near-by
agent from the faulted load the special switch D will
come in to the network. In the above system the switch D
will close for the load 3–5 & 6. Hence they will get required amount of power from the near-by feeder and can
restore themselves. Hence load 3 connects itself from
load 14 of feeder 3 and it will be restored. Now feeder 3
is having zero additional units, load 4 and 5 will connected itself from the load 11 and 12 of feeder 2 and it
can be restored. Now feeder 2 is having 0 buffer unit,
finally the load 6 will not be restored as no feeder is having additional amount of units.
Now our algorithm maintains a list of solution, which
is initially vacant and to which the solutions are added as
they are found as the maximum number of solution in the
list and it can be changed by the operator. In the list the
best solution will be taken as the final conclusion for our
fault analysis.

4.1 The Steps in the Algorithm
1) Identify the block in which the fault is occurred.
2) Open all switches connected to that block in order to
isolate it. For each switch that is opened, a sub-tree is
generated, which have to be restored, except for the
switch that connects the faulted block to a block the
feeder is still feeding normally (a block that is “before”
the fault).
3) Based on step 2, make change in the bus connectivity matrix and from the load status array. Put zero in
bus connection matrix for no connection between node
and put zero for unfed node in load status array. If there
is a connection between two unfed node(load[i,j]=1)
change it by loop Switch(load[i,j]=2).
4) Create a list of the blocks still being fed and containing at this moment only the blocks the substation is
still feeding, if any.
5) Check if there is a loop switch between a fed block
and an unfed one. (Possible connections are represented
as 2 in bus-connectivity matrix).
6) The unfed block which is only connected to faulted
block (node or load) cannot be restored.
7) If there is a loop switch between fed and unfed
block, check the feeder at which the fed block is getting
power.
8) If that feeder has additional power for unfed block,
connect the fed and unfed node and make necessary
changes in the load connectivity matrix and load status
array.
9) Now move to next unfed block and repeat from step
4.
10) After checking the each unfed block, repeat again
from step 4 for ‘n’ times where n=no of fault node (block)
from starting.
Copyright © 2009 SciRes
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11) Check the load status and which node the value to
load status is zero and that cannot be restored.

5. Fitness Function
To make the stability and reliability of the distribution it
is very important to keep the load balancing via feeder
reconfiguration so that network could be enhanced. The
objective of this optimization problem can be expressed
by the minimization of the load balancing index (LBI) as
in [5]:
LBI=



N
i 1

Li (

| Ii | 2
)
I iR

where
N: Total number of branches in the system after restoration,
Li: Length of branch i,
Ii: Complex current flow in branch i,
I iR : Current rating (ampacity) of bus i.
The LBI value should be minimum in-order to get the
best solution by adjusting the switch position. According
to the switch operation the complex current is flowing
through sectionalized switches in the simplified model [6].
The reconfiguration problem cannot be solved by the
traditional methods because of the non linearity of the
system after the fault.

6. PSO
The PSO algorithm was first proposed by Eberhart and
Kennedy [7]. In PSO method, each individual is treated
as particle in the H-dimensional search space. Each individual in the search space has some velocity which is
dynamically adjusted according to its own and its
neighbour’s the moving experience.

6.1 BPSO
For a big system having more than one feeder, then
feeder to feeder connection will be established through
the tie and sectionalized switches which will work only in
the fault condition in order to supply the additional power
through the alternate path. Now using the fitness function
of this system our process will find all the possible combination of solutions for the restoration and then reconfigure itself by using the BPSO method. This method is
proved to be a very efficient way of reconfiguring the
network. By removing the faulted node from the network
and restoring the system by isolating the faulty load.
Various components of the power system have the ability
to withstand just above the rated capacity [4]. Some
nodes are affected by the faulted node, will create an unbalance in the network which may lead to failure in the
buses. So it needs to be reconfigured as fast as possible in
order to save it from the severe fault. In a binary PSO,
JEMAA
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Figure 1. System working in normal condition when there is no fault in the system

trajectories of Vih are changed in the probability that a
coordinate will take on zero or one value or in between
them [8]. The moving velocity is defined in terms of
changes of probability that a bit will be in one state or the
other depending on the trajectory of Vih. Thus a particle
moves in a state space restricted to 0 and 1 on each dimension, where Vih represents the probability of bit Xih
taking the value 1. In other words, if Vih =0.45, then there
is 45% chance that Xih will be 1, and 55% chance that Xih
will be 0. With this definition, pih and xih can take integers 0 or 1, and vih, since it is probability and it must lie
within the interval [0, 1]. Hence for the proper explana-
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tion we can determine the function of this probability as
shown belowFor h=1: H

Vih  w  vih  c1 rand1
( pih  xih )  c 2  rand 2  ( pgh  xih );
If (rand  S (vih )) then xih=1
else xih=0
end

(3)
end

S(x) =

1
1  ex

where S(x) sigmoid limiting transformation.
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Figure 2. System after restoration with the help of near-by feeder when fault is there in block 2

Figure 3. Analysis through C
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While applying the BPSO method there are some constraints that we have to follow in order to maintain the
continuity and radiality of the system.
 Each feeder should be in active state in the whole
system.
 To maintain the radial structure of the system at
least one branch from one feeder to another must be in
open state otherwise the radiality of the system will be
lost. The Potential limit for buses should be between
minimum and maximum value. Beside this the operating
conditions of the tie-switches will be also kept in mind
[9]:
 In the system at least one tie switch will be in closed
position and all other in open position. The power flow
should take place in load side end it should not flow in
the feeder side.
6.1.1 Algorithm [10]
1) Set the population size (n), maximal iteration number
and stop criterion.
2) Randomly select n feasible solutions of x, compute
p for each x, pg is minimum in all pi, and the initial values
of vi is zero.
3) Using (2), calculate vi for particle i.
4) Use (7), to update i.
5) Calculate the feeder load balancing index.
6) If the fitness value of particle i is better than the previous pi, then set it to pi. If the best p is better than pg,
then set it to pg.
7) If stop criterion is satisfied, pg is optimal solution,
otherwise, go to step 3.
Now from the BFAM we are restoring our system by
taking the best possible solution. For this system the initial status and parameter of this system will be known to
us. Now we will form the bus connectivity matrix for our
system and for any fault in the system we will get a different load connectivity matrix after the fault analysis
corresponding to the load status and finally our system
will give required solution for the proper restoration. The
output of the fault analysis which will be stored in a
variable will be the input of BPSO. Now corresponding
to this BPSO we will get a final best solution which will
be used for reconfiguration of the system. In this solution
we keep the nearby switch of faulted load have to always
at off state by proper logical AND operation. After this
we will get our final solution and implement the same
procedure for the reconfiguration.

Demand node 5 is separated from 2
Demand node status is: - 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Demand node 3 is connected to demand node 14, Demand node 3 is restored.
Extra power Feeder1=10, Feeder2=10, Feeder3=0,
Demand node 4 is connected to demand node 11, Demand node 4 is restored. Extra power Feeder1=10
Feeder2=5, Feeder3=0 Demand node 5 is connected to
demand node 4, Demand node 5 is restored. Extra power
Feeder1=10, Feeder2=0, Feeder3=0
Demand node 6 cannot be restored
Demand node 2 cannot be restored (Figure 3)

8. Conclusions
Through this paper an attempt has been made to restore
the faulted area in the power system and finally reconfigured the system in the stable state. The above process can
be implemented in a real time network and can be used
for the restoration through BFAM and reconfiguration
through BPSO. Also we perform the fault analysis in a
real time network and simulated the results in the
MATLAB and C programming. We have implemented
the BFAM to get the priority based solution. We find that
the results found from the analysis are matching with the
actual data. Hence the above method can be used to perform the analysis of fault and to restore, reconfigure the
system in a real network. The restored network is shown
in the Figure 2 and the prospective analysis is given in
the result analysis (7) and the proof in C is shown in the
Figure 3. But the conventional methods are limited only
for less number of loads.
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